
Homework

Econometrics

February 29, 2012

General Instructions

You may turn in your answers in the form of annotated notes made on your output. Otherwise, make sure
your results and answers are easy to identify and supported by relevant programs and output. In order to
obtain credit for the exercises you must turn in both the programs and output.

Problem

Using the mlb1.gdt data set available from my website complete the following exercises using gretl.

You are considering a model major league baseball player salaries. You have data for 1993 which is found
in mlb1.gdt. Consider the model

ln (salary) = β1 + β2gamesyr + β3years + β4bavg + β5hrunsyr + β6rbisyr + u (1)

where salary is the player’s 1993 salary, gamesyr is the number of games per year, years it number of
years in the league, rbisyr is the number of runs batted in per year, hrunsyr is the number of home runs
hit per year, and bavg the the players lifetime batting average. Perform the following analyses.

1. Find the summary statistics for the entire sample. Is average salary for national leaguers different from
those in the American league? Test this.

2. Does salary appear to be normally distributed? How about log salary?

3. Estimate the model using least squares. Report estimates and standard errors. Which variables are
individually significant at 5%?

4. What is the value of the overall-F statistic? Is the regression significant at 5%?

5. Restimate the model using HCCME standard errors. Use HC3. Comment on the changes.

6. Test the adequacy of the functional for using RESET.

7. Offensive productivity in baseball is measured by how often you hit the ball (bavg), how many home-
runs you hit (hrunsyr), and how many runs you bat in (rbisyr). Does productivity affect salary? Test
this proposition (it’s a joint test).
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8. Explore the data set for potential outliers (leverage and influence).

9. Find the 90% confidence intervals for the coefficients.

10. Test the model for general heteroskedasticity. Are American league salaries more variable than those
in the national league? (A test).
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